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Ready to Serve and Sustain Our Community 
 

If you don’t know how to swim, you can still rescue people in the water. 
 

Learning to Throw a Water Rescue Rope 
     The “target” for a water rescue rope is 
anywhere a survivor can reach the rope.  That 
would be an arm's length in front, behind 
them, or right on over them.  (Overshooting 
their chest by 2 m is just about perfect.)  If the 
water is flowing swiftly, you can aim slightly 
ahead of the survivor in the water.  If the rope  

 
Overhand 

 
Side arm 

 
Underhand 

lands behind them, the line may float down to them.  There are three different methods to 
throw a water rescue rope: 1) overhand; 2) side arm, and 3) underhand.  Each method is 
useful for different situations.  Each has advantages and disadvantages.  You must learn and 
practice each method.  You won’t know which to use until you arrive on the scene of the  
emergency. Best Good Poor  

 

Method Details 

Overhand 
Throw 

Description 
Like throwing a baseball.  Hold the end of the rope in your off hand and 
throw the monkey fist knot with your dominant throwing arm with an 
overhand motion. 

Situation Use this when on the bank, in brush, or on an unstable platform. 

Distance 
Shortest distance.  Less than 
the other two methods. 

Accuracy Precise over short distance. 

Side Arm 
Throw 

Description 
Like throwing a discus.  Hold the end of the rope in your off hand and 
throw the monkey fist end with your dominant throwing arm with a 
sidearm motion.  You need more space around you to make the throw.  

Situation Use this when in an unstable position or waist deep in brush. 

Distance 
Farther than an overhand 
throw. 

Accuracy 
Least accurate of all 
methods; requires the most 
practice to become accurate. 

Underhand 
Throw 

Description 

Like throwing a horseshoe.  Hold the end of the rope in your off hand 
and throw the monkey fist knot with your dominant throwing arm with 
an underhand motion.  This throw requires the most room immediately 
around the rescuer but will achieve maximum distance and accuracy 

Situation Use this when in a stable poistion 
Distance Long distance Accuracy Most accurate 
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Review Parts of the Water Rescue Rope 
     The water rescue rope has three 
basic parts: 1) the monkey fist knot and 
the working line, 2)a wrist loop, and 3) 
the belaying end.  Each throwing 
method has you handling the water 
rescue rope in a slightly different way. 

 

 

Proper Use of the Wrist Loop: Be sure 
to hold the water rescue rope with your 
“Off” hand.  Put four fingers through 
the loop.  Close your fist.  DO NOT SLIP 
THE WRIST LOOP OVER YOUR WRIST.  
You could be accidentally pulled into 
the water.  You can quickly open your 
fist and be free of the rope if needed. 

   
Not this This 

Note: To prevent accidents, make the loop too small to slip over your wrist. 

The Target: You don’t want to hit the 

survivor.  The idea is to get the water 

rescue rope within 1 m of the survivor; 

NOT to HIT them.  The green area behind 

the survivor is good because the rope will 

be in easy reach with either hand.  The 

danger of trying to throw too far is the 

possibility of the rope getting tangled on 

debris or tree branches.  This is not a 

concern in open water.  The red area is 
short of the goal. 
     When you throw it TO them, several  

 

things could happen: 
1) you get the rope on target (green circle) within 1 m of the survivor) and they can grab 

the rope; 
2) the end of the rope passes over them and ends up behind them (green area).  This is 

ideal.  The yellow rope is high visible and they can see it.  They can easily reach it.  If 
they turn around watching the end of the rope go over their head, they see the rope.   

3) the end of the rope falls short (red area) and they cannot reach it.  You must pull it 
back and try throwing it again.  This wastes time.  

4) you are wide of the mark (too far to the left or right).  [Note: The yellow area is 
upstream from the survivor.  It might drift down to them.  If it does, and they grab the 
line, you may be able to pull them to safety.]  If you miss, you must pull it back and try 
throwing it again.  This wastes time. 

5) you hit them with the monkey fist.  This may cause them to miss the water rescue 
rope.  You must pull it back and try throwing it again.  This wastes time. 

  

Monkey 
Fist 

Working Section 

Belaying end 

Wrist Loop 
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Terminology:  
Dominant hand: This is the hand you use to throw the water rescue rope. 
Off hand: This is the hand used to hold rope loop and the coiled 

working section of the water rescue rope.  The rope should pay off 
this hand smoothly without tangling. 

Downstream side: This refers to the side of your body relative to the 
direction of flowing water.  For example: You are on a river bank 
and look to the opposite side.  The river flows past you from left to 
right.  The downstream side would be on your right.  For safety, 
you always keep all of the water rescue rope on the downstream 
side of your body. 

Belay: To hold fast to the water rescue rope.  The person at the end of 
the belaying team must loop the rope around their left arm and 
around their waist (see diagram).  Keep the rope on your 
downstream side.  Everyone else holds on to the rope keeping the 
rope on their down stream side.  

ADVISORY NOTES: 
1. Read through the descriptions of the three throwing methods.  Read to get the idea.  

Then practice and adapt the methods to yourself.  Everyone throws differently.  The goal 
is to get the rescue rope quickly and accurately to a survivor.  There is no absolutely 
“right” way to do it.  In reality, the “right” way for you is the one that gets the rope to the 
survivor quickly and accurately.  Feel free to invent you own throwing style.   

2. Strive to be good with all throwing methods.  You must be prepared to throw in a vareity 
of situations.  Each throwing method is a “tool.”  The more tools you have in your kit the 
better you are suited to do different jobs. 

3. Practice, practice, practice.  And after that, practice some more.  Make practice fun by 
friendly competition.  The best way to learn is to teach back to others.  Those who can 
throw better should show their technique to others.  What works for you may not work 
well for another.  But by sharing information and techniques, everyone has the chance to 
get better.  It could make the difference for life or death.  On a team, there are no stars. 

Some Practice Suggestions: 
Start on Land: Depending on the length of your water rescue rope, mark a starting line.  Set a 

target (e.g. a bucket or basket) at 1/3 the length of your rope.  Mark a ring 2 m diameter 
around the target.  Stand at the starting line.  Practice one method at a time.  When you 
can get the rescue rope consistently within 1 m of the target, increase the length to 2/3 of 
your rope.  Repeat this until you are throwing the full length of your rope.  Then practice 
another throwing technique.  Repeat this until you are good at all three methods. 

Practice in the Water: Set up a similar practice similar to the land practice.  Start in a pond or 
pool with still water.  You can anchor an empty plastic bottle as a target.  When you 
consistently get the rope within 1m of the target, practice in a river or stream with 
moving water.  With a moving target, it will take some practice to learn to judge how 
much to “lead” the target to consistently get the rope within 1 m. 
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Overhand Throw 
     This is a very common throw most of us learned as a 
child.  Use this for short distance, precise throws.  
[Note: Keep all of the water rescue rope in front of you 
and on your downstream side.  The flowing water 
would carry the rope away from your body.  It won’t 
pull you into the water.] 
Set Up:  

• Grasp the monkey fist knot in your dominant 
(throwing hand). 

• Leave about 1-2 m of rope hanging freely. 

• Slip your fingers through the “wrist loop”; close 
your fist around the rope of the loop.  Opening your 
fist is a quick way to release the rope to avoid being 
pulled into the water.  Do not slip your wrist 

 
 

 

through the loop.    [Note: If needed, review this on page 2 of this paper.]  Don’t worry, 
your team has hold of the Belaying End of the rope. 

• Neatly coil the rest of the working section of the water rescue rope in your “off” hand.  
Hold your “off” hand with the palm up and open.  This will allow the rescue rope to feed 
out of that hand smoothly. 

• Pass the belaying end of the rope to the team.  The last person positions the rope in the 
belay position (see diagram on page 2 of this paper).  The Belay Anchor shouts “Ready” 
when all the Belayers are in place. 

Preparing to Throw / Throwing: 

• Alert the survivor.  Use your whistle to get the attention of the survivor.  Get and keep 
eye contact with them.  They need to see you will be throwing the water rescue rope to 
them. 

• Point the shoulder of your pay off hand toward the survivor.  Wait for the Belay Anchor 
to shout “Ready.” 

• Bring your throwing arm back with the elbow about shoulder height.  Shout “Rope!” to 
let the survivor and your team know you are about to throw the rope.   

• Step back with the foot on the same side as your throwing arm. 

• Turn your hips and spine as you throw. 

• As you release the monkey fist, follow through with your throwing arm. 
Note: When a survivor grasps the rope, the Belayers must brace for the initial “jerk” as 
the full force of the water and survivor pull on the rope.  Polypropylene rope stretches a 
bit, so this helps reduce the full force exerted. 

Missed Throw: This process is the same for any throwing method. 

• If the first throw isn’t successful, the Thrower shouts “Missed”.  The Back-up thrower 
gets ready to throw; Belayer closest to the first Thrower moves to Back-up position. 

• The other Belayers move forward to belay the 2nd Thrower’s rope. 

• The first thrower retrieves their rope and goes to the Belayer Anchor position.  
Note: If necessary, review the Rotation Pattern in Part 2, page 2 of this series. 
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Side Arm Throw 
     Use this when you are in brush or a place where you 
cannot get a good overhand or underhand throw.  It 
takes more practice to do this throw accuratly.  Distance 
is more than an overhand, but less than an underhand 
throw.  [Note: Keep all of the water rescue rope in front 
of you and on your downstream side.  The water will pull 
the rope away from you.  It won’t pull you in the water.] 
Set Up:  

• Grasp the monkey fist knot in your dominant 
(throwing hand) with small coils of ~ 1-2 m of rope. 

• Slip your fingers through the “wrist loop”; close your 
fist around the rope of the loop.  Do not slip your 
wrist through the loop.  [Note: If needed, review this 
on page 2 of this paper.]  Don’t worry.  Your team 

 

 

has of the end of the rope.   

• Neatly coil the rest of the working section of the water rescue rope in your “off” hand.  
Hold your “off” hand with the palm up and open.  This will allow the heaving line to feed 
out of that hand smoothly. 

• Pass the belaying end of the rope to the team.  The Belay Anchor positions the rope in 
the belay position (see diagram on page 2 of this paper).  The Belay Anchor shouts 
“Ready” when all the Belayers are in place. 

Preparing to Throw / Throwing: 

• Alert the survivor.  Use your whistle to get the attention of the survivor.  Get and keep 
eye contact with them.  They need to see you will be throwing the water rescue rope to 
them.  Wait for the Belay Anchor to shout “Ready.” 

• Stand at a slight angle with your “off” hand shoulder pointing to the survivor.  Get and 
keep eye contact with them.  Shout “Rope!” to let the survivor and your team know you 
are about to throw the rope. 

• Swing your throwing arm front (sloping upward) to back (going downward) at an angle to 
build some momentum. 

• The release point is about shoulder height; follow through with your throwing arm.  The 
ropw takes a shallow arc going up and out, slightly curving inward from your arm’s swing 
Note: When a survivor grasps the rope, the Belayer must brace for the initial “jerk” as 
the full force of the water and survivor pull on the rope.  Polypropylene rope stretches a 
bit, so this helps reduce the full force exerted. 

Missed Throw: This process is the same for any throwing method. 

• If the first throw isn’t successful, the Back-up thrower gets ready to throw; Belayer 
closest to the Thrower moves to Back-up position. 

• The other Belayers move forward to belay the 2nd Thrower’s rope. 

• The first thrower retrieves their rope and goes to the Belayer Anchor position.  
Note: If necessary, review the Rotation Pattern in Part 2, page 2 of this series. 
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Underhand Throw 
     Most people can get the best accuracy and greatest 
distance with an underhand throw.  [Note: Keep all of the 
water rescue rope in front of you and on your 
downstream side.  The flowing water would carry the 
rope away from your body.  It won’t pull you into the 
water.] 
Set Up:  

• Grasp the monkey fist knot in your dominant 
(throwing hand). 

• Leave about 1-2 m of rope hanging freely. Do not slip 
your wrist through the loop.  Slip your fingers 
through the “wrist loop”; close your fist around the 
the rope of the loop.  Do not slip your wrist through 
the loop. [Note: If needed, review this on page 2 of 

 

 

this paper.]  Don’t worry, your team has hold of the Belaying End of the rope.   

• Neatly coil the rest of the working section of the water rescue rope in your “off” hand.  
Hold your “off” hand with the palm up and open.  This will allow the heaving line to feed 
out of that hand smoothly. 

• Pass the belaying end of the rope to the team.  The Belay Anchor holds the rope in the 
belay position (see diagram on page 2 of this paper).  The Belay Anchor shouts “Ready” 
when all the Belayers are in place. 

Preparing to Throw / Throwing: 

• Alert the survivor.  Use your whistle to get the attention of the survivor.  Get and keep 
eye contact with them.  They need to see you will be throwing the water rescue rope to 
them.  Wait for the Belay Anchor to shout “Ready.” 

• Stand facing the survivor.  Get and keep eye contact with the them.  Shout “Rope!” to let 
the survivor and your team know you are about to throw the rope. 

• Hang your arm down.  Swing it back and forth from front to back to about shoulder 
height.  Swing your arm forward to throw.  This is similar to throwing horse shoes or a 
bowling ball. 

• Step forward with your foot opposite to your throwing arm. 

• Release the monkey fist at a point between your knee and waist level. 

• Follow through with your throwing arm toward the survivor. 
Note: When a survivor grasps the rope, the Belayer must brace for the initial “jerk” as 
the full force of the water and survivor pull on the rope.  Polypropylene rope stretches a 
bit, so this helps reduce the full force exerted. 

Missed Throw: This process is the same for any throwing method. 

• If the first throw isn’t successful, the Back-up thrower gets ready to throw; Belayer 
closest to the Thrower moves to Back-up position. 

• The other Belayers move forward to belay the 2nd Thrower’s rope. 

• The first thrower retrieves their rope and goes to the Belayer Anchor position.  
Note: If necessary, review the Rotation Pattern in Part 2, page 2 of this series.  

 


